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GP 2018

System-Wide

• Login Remembered When Working in System Manager

• Comprehensive Document Attachment

• Additional Sorting Options

• Passwords For SmartList Favorites

Financials

• Print a Statement From Customer Maintenance

• Payment Setup for Vendors

• Save Payment Settings When Selecting Checks

• Payables Checks Windows Renamed

Agenda
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GP 2016

System-Wide

• Name of User Display When a Batch is Being Edited

• Ability to Scan Multiple Documents in Document Attachment

Financial

• Distribution Line Display Opens Expanded

• Credit Limit Warning for Unposted Credit Documents

• POP to FA Link to Include Taxes

• Save Fixed Asset ID with Suffix

• Link Credit Card Invoices to Original Invoices

• Transaction History Removal in Bank Reconciliation

• SafePay File Displays Check Name

Agenda
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Financials

• Budget Import Exception Report

• Scotia Bank EFT Format Added

• Payables Batch Credit Card Option

• Deposit Cash Receipts Automatically

Distribution

• All-in-One View for Sales and Inventory Transactions

Payroll

• Exclude Inactive Pay Codes From Lookups

• Enhanced Payroll Posting Accounts Setup

Agenda
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You only need to enter the system manager password once during an active 

session when working in multiple system windows.

Login Remembered When Working in System 

Manager
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Document attachment has been added to the following windows for GP 2018

Transaction Entry Windows

• General Ledger Transaction Entry

• Receivables Transaction Entry

• Asset General Information

Inquiry Windows

• Employee Inquiry

• I-9 Form

• Customer Inquiry

• Vendor Inquiry

• Project Inquiry

• PA Project Inquiry

Comprehensive Document Attachment
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New sorting options have been added to make it easier and faster to find 

information. The sorting options can be displayed in either ascending or 

descending order. 

Additional Sorting Options
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A password can be assigned to SmartList favorites. The password restricts the 

users who can modify the favorite to only those who know the password.

Passwords For SmartList Favorites
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A statement can be printed for a single customer from the customer maintenance 

window or customer inquiry window.

Print a Statement From Customer Maintenance
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You can choose to make payments on individual invoices or to choose a single 

payment per vendor. The choice of payment options is made in the Vendor 

Maintenance window. 

Payment Setup For Vendors
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You can now save settings as a default when processing a payment batch in 

payables.

Save Default Payment Settings
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Payables payment windows have been renamed to reflect alternate payment 

options. 

Payables Check Windows Renamed
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If you try to edit a batch that another user is working in, that user’s id  appears in 

the message.

Name of User Displays When a Batch is Being 

Edited
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Ability to Scan Multiple Documents in Document 

Attachment
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Transaction distribution windows will open expanded or collapsed based on the 

previous display state.

Distribution Line Display Opens Expanded
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The credit limit warning calculation now considers when a cash receipt is entered 

and is applied against an outstanding invoice. In the credit limit calculation, we 

track a customer’s remaining credit limit by looking at invoices that are already 

posted. We also look at any unposted transactions that would increase or 

decrease that customer’s balance. The unposted cash receipt is kind of a special 

case, when it is applied, it automatically adjusts the customer’s remaining balance 

by the applied amount. Our calculation now considers whether the unposted cash 

receipt is applied.

Credit Limit Warning for Unposted Credit 

Documents
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The option is added to include the tax amount in the cost basis of an asset when

posting POP through to FA. When using the “by Receipt Line” option for posting,

the tax amount calculated for the receipt line is capitalized with the extended 

cost.

When using the “by Account” option, the amount posted to the tax account for 

the

receipt is capitalized with the amounts posted to other accounts set up as Fixed

Assets purchasing posting accounts.

POP to FA Link to Include Taxes
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When setting up a fixed asset, a suffix for the fixed asset, other than 1, can be 

entered and saved.

Save Fixed Asset ID with Suffix
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When a credit card payment is entered for an invoice the transaction description 

is now updated with a vendor ID and document number on the credit card 

vendor invoice to easily trace back to the originating voucher.

Link Credit Card Invoices to Original Invoices
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• A new process for Reconciled Transaction maintenance in Routines has been 

added that moves reconciled transactions to Bank Reconciliation history 

tables. With the transactions moved to history, the bank reconciliation process 

performance will improve. When removing history, the process also removes 

any moved or reconciled transactions.

Transaction History Removal in Bank Rec
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The SafePay file uses the vendor’s name that’s printed on the check when the

payment was made, rather than using the default name from the Vendor

Maintenance window. While checks can be printed that include vendor names 

that are different name from the vendor name in Vendor Maintenance. It is 

important to use the name that was printed on the check as part of the SafePay 

file because that is the name that the bank uses when the check is presented for 

payment.

SafePay File Displays Check Name From Check
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When you import a budget from Excel, an exception report will list accounts that

aren’t set up in General Ledger, as well as any duplicates that are found in the

import file. You can use Transaction Entry windows to edit the transactions to use

existing accounts, or create the accounts that are listed on the exception report.

Budget Import Exception Report
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The electronic file format used by the Canada-based Scotia Bank is now one of 

the default EFT formats available in Microsoft Dynamics GP. Default formats are

available for use in electronic transactions for both sales and purchases.

Scotia Bank EFT Format Added
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An option has been added that enables payables computer check batches to be

paid using a credit card. The payment will create an invoice for the credit card

vendor and a remittance form will print that list the invoices that were paid with

that credit card transaction. A new Card Name field has been added to the 

Payables Batch Entry window to use a credit card as the payment method for a 

specific batch.

Payables Batch Credit Card Option
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When you mark the option to automatically post cash deposits, and you post a 

batch that includes cash receipts from Receivables Management, a single deposit 

will be created that includes all the cash receipts in the batch. This batch post 

happens wherever you batch-post something that has cash received, such as cash 

receipts, receivables transactions, or sales transactions.

Deposit Cash Receipt Batches Automatically
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You can open the Sales All-in-One View window while viewing a customer record 

in master record windows, such as the Customer Maintenance window, most 

Inquiry windows, navigation lists, as well as from the Dynamics GP home page. 

The most recent documents display in the window by default. To see the next set 

of five transactions, use the navigation buttons under each column.

All-in-One View for Sales and Inventory 

Transactions
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There is now an option to exclude inactive pay codes from lookup windows

throughout Payroll. A drop-down list in the Pay Codes window to select all pay

codes to include in lookup windows, or to exclude the inactive codes. The option 

is available for Employee Pay Codes and Pay Codes lookup windows.

Exclude Inactive Pay Codes From Lookups
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Now you can see all posting accounts in a navigation list and filter and sort

accounts using the functionality that’s typically available for navigation lists. You

also can export the accounts to Excel, edit them there, and then import them. On

the import, an exception report will print when there are any duplicate accounts,

missing accounts or when there are payroll data or other issues that cause the 

record import to fail.

Enhanced Payroll Posting Accounts Setup
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Questions?

Please remember to fill out and turn in your evaluation forms

Thank you for attending!
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